Environmental effects on charge densities of biologically active molecules: do molecule crystal environments indeed approximate protein surroundings?
In the present paper, we investigate whether crystal and enzyme environments influence the electron density (ED) of active compounds in a similar manner. This supposition is essential for high-resolution X-ray studies, which use the EDs obtained from crystals of the pure active compound as approximations for the ED of the active compound in its complex with the target enzyme. The EDs of such complexes determine the molecular recognition process between the targeted enzyme and active compound and are, hence, extremely useful tools for rational drug design. The approximation of such EDs by data obtained from crystals of the pure active compound is needed since high-resolution X-ray experiments of the target-ligand complexes are still extremely demanding. Quantum mechanical/molecular mechanical (QM/MM) and pure QM calculations are employed to determine the EDs of two inhibitors, the reversible trans-4-(aminomethyl)cyclohexane-1-carboxylic acid (AMCHA) and the irreversible E64c in four different environments (the enzyme-inhibitor complex, crystals of the pure compounds, a continuum solvation model, and the gas phase). Our investigation shows that the environment inside of the crystal of the pure active compound generally influences the ED of an active compound in a very similar way as the enzyme surrounding in the complex between the active compound and target enzyme. However, this does not hold any more if the geometrical arrangement of the inhibitor in the enzyme differs significantly from that in the crystal. While EDs computed for gas-phase environments deviate strongly from those in crystal and protein surroundings, polar solvent environments provide rather similar electron distributions. Thus, such continuum solvation models are very well suited to compute density databases which are to be employed for the determination of the ED of macromolecules.